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Current Radar, Satellite, and Lightning

Today and Tomorrow’s Weather

High pressure has set up across the Florida Panhandle which will bring fair conditions to the entire Gulf of Mexico today and
tomorrow. Winds will generally remain at gentle to moderate speeds coming from a south to southeasterly direction with seas 
persisting at slight levels today and tomorrow. 
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Day Three through Seven Weather Hazards

A low pressure system is forecast to develop in the Plains on Wednesday with its associated cold front tracking southeastwards. As 
this occurs, winds will increase across the western and central GoM to fresh to strong speeds with seas building to moderate levels. 
By early Friday morning the cold front will enter the western Gulf and quickly track eastwards across the GoM throughout the day 
Friday. Out ahead of the front southerly winds will decrease slightly to gentle to moderate speeds with winds then shifting to a
north to northeasterly direction and increasing to near gale to gale force behind the front. Seas will also build to rough to very 
rough levels behind this front as well. Conditions will remain elevated through Saturday as strong high pressure slowly settles into 
the region with winds eventually turning to an east to southeasterly direction and decreasing back down to gentle to moderate
speeds on Sunday. Rough to very rough seas will also lower Saturday into Sunday to slight to moderate levels. 
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This Morning’s Winds and Seas

Day 3 Morning Winds and Seas Day 3 Evening Wind and Seas

This Evening’s Winds and Seas

Tomorrow Morning’s Winds and Seas Tomorrow Evening’s Winds and Seas
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